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Dear Parent/Carer,  

Early Closure and Non-Opening Procedures of the School  

Should the weather on any morning be such that you believe that the school might not be open, in the first instance we 

would intend to send a text message or My Ed message. Please also look at the school website: 

www.broomfield.enfield.sch.co.uk where a message will be placed to say whether or not the school has been closed. 

Please also check our Facebook and Twitter profiles where updates will be placed.  

Should there be poor weather during the school day which leads to the school being closed early, the following 

procedure will take place:  

 a text message will be sent to parents,  

 a notice will be placed on the school website,  

 pupils will be dismissed early.  

 

We would ask parents to look at the website/ Social Media rather than telephone the school. As soon as any decision to 

close the school is taken it will be paced on the website. The telephone lines are needed for urgent phone calls.  

It is clearly important, therefore, that the following is in place:  

 parents and pupils must ensure that they have a house key and oyster card/travel card; 

 parents must ensure that the school has accurate, up-to-date phone numbers and other contact and medical 

details; a data checking sheet has recently been sent home to all parents; please let us know if your child’s 

details have recently changed or you think they may be incorrect;  

 parents must ensure that their sons and daughters know the arrangements they are to follow in the event of an 

early closure and poor weather making travel difficult; for instance would parents wish them to go to a relative 

living closer to the school? Is the relative aware of this?  

 parents and pupils must ensure that pupils are properly dressed for poor weather; should the buses be cancelled 

they may have to walk in the snow and rain – pupils must dress to be warm, dry and visible;  

 should any pupil have concerns on the day an early closure is called, he/she must inform a member of staff so 

that the concern might be addressed before they leave school.  

The school will make every reasonable effort to keep the school open as our sons’ and daughters’ education is so 

important, however, there may be occasions when the school cannot open in the morning or will have to close early 

because of health and safety reasons.  

Parents and carers must also make judgements concerning the health and safety of their children. It is the 

parents’/carers’ responsibility to ensure that their children are safe to and from school.  

Let us hope that the weather stays clement; however, should it not, we need to be prepared.   

 

P. P. Travis  

Headteacher  


